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Disappointed Customers 

Turned to Happy 
 

 

Service Type:  
SQL Consultation > Incident Support > Deadlocks & Timeouts 

 
Duration: ~4 Months 
 

Summary 
 

Deadlocks & timeouts had made some customers of a software 
company disappointed. Four short-term solutions applied and 
three long-term solutions recommended. 
 
Story 
 

A software company had created a Windows-based application 
written basically with Java and Oracle for insurance businesses. 
Because of their customer requests, recently they had added the 
ability to support SQL Server to their software. 

After a while, some deadlocks and timeouts were reported by SQL 
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Server customers making them disappointed. 
 
The company’s own team was able to find the source of the 
issues and had tried to solve it but the problems seemed endless 

and the creditability of the company was going to be at stake. 

 
Situations 
 

A quick solution to remove deadlocks and timeouts was expected 

considering customers’ serious complains 

 
Approaches 
 

At first we tried to figure out the area of deadlock issues and 

duplicated the errors while SQL Profiler was active to log all 
deadlock information. 

The deadlocks were happening when there were more than 3 

concurrent users working with the same part of the application 
and the root cause of timeouts was long blocks. 
 
After doing some deep analysis on both SQL scripts and middle 

tier codes, we figured out these are the main sources of the 
issues: 

 
 Implement business logics on triggers instead of stored 

procedures 
 Data update in a loop of middle tier making lock escalation 

 Use a SSMA tool to immigrate Oracle codes to SQL Server 
and automatic generated codes were not optimized 

 
To solve the issues as soon as possible we took the following 
actions and kept the customer informed about the downsides of 

the short-term solutions 

 
Short-term Solutions 
 

 To set SQL Server database on “ SNAPSHOT ISSOLATION 
LEVEL” to act like Oracle when it comes to concurrent data 
modifications 

 To use “NOLOCK” hint on select statements 
 To remove five main heavy cursors from the code and 

convert it set-based SQL scripts 

 Avoid lock escalation to page level 

 
And we recommended the technical team of the company to go 
ahead and perform the following long-term solutions to avoid 

downsides of the short-term solutions 

 
Long-term Solutions 
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 Get rid of all triggers and put the logics in the stored 
procedures 

 Avoid calling modification statement in a loop and try to do 
a batch update/delete/insert 

 To replace all heavy cursors with pure SQL scripts or while-

loops 

 
Results 
 

Having the short-term solutions applied wiped out all deadlock 

issues with the cost of putting tempdb on pressure. It’s worth it 
because there was no error raised up anymore and the team had 

time to implement the long-term solutions.  

 
Benefits 
 

Customers using SQL Server edition didn’t get lost. 
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Vice President of Service Delivery 
 

“SQLMax’s team can be defined in five words: 

friendly, educated, focused, quick and result 

oriented” 

 


